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Abstract:- As rightly Said That Bureaucracy is an essential and necessary Evil. And the first step to getting the 

things you want out of life is that: decide what you want. Moreover, if you look for positive things in your life, 

you will find them definitely. It is the one small deed that accomplishes more than the thousand words. Thus we 

are in need of two or more subsystems working together to produce more than total of what they might produce 

working alone. What the subsystem is.... The Bureaucratic synergy which accounts for peace processes. To 

succeed in your efforts it is necessary to make others see things as you see them.There is the need of 

administrative accountability at international level for the maintaining of peace and security.  Reasoning and 

judgement are of drier need accompanied by independent and democratic global governing bodies. Then and 

then only every sort of disputes and disparities can be addressed upon. There is a need of good governance of 

international bent and open thought, without nepotism. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
We are now in a global crisis. The crisis is just beginning, although the causes of the crisis have been 

building up for decades.The global economic crises are deepen leading to unemployment crises other crimes 

from cyber crimes like virus attacks, Phishing, hacking etc. All are just because of lack of peace of mind.  

The time and now there is a demand of what we call bureaucratic synergy. Bureaucracy at international 

level, the perpetrators of peaceful coexistence of countries shell work over it. There is demand of professional 

skills and there enthusiastic power for peace building. They shell play a positive role of there hegemonic being. 

They shell march towards  Agreement instead  they are busy in hot arguments. Cooperation can be earned 

through mutual trust and understanding. It is better to nip the evil into the bud. Otherwise it will be too late to 

repent upon our doings. It is a spark neglected  that burns the house. All the differences, disparities, 

Controversies whatever may be need to address amicably.As the anger is a tenant of our mind, it may last a 

minute, an hour or a day even a year, but eventually it will subside. Don't water it as it will bear thorns instead 

of flowers. God forbid what will be the fate of our mother earth we all can guess and realise better. There will be 

no gain only loss. It finally is zero some game. On August 8, 2017, President Trump suggested that the United 

States would wage a "war of fire and fury" against North Korea if they failed to cease nuclear testing. In 

response, North Korea issued a series of threats against the U.S. territory of Guam as well as allies such as Japan 

and South Korea. 

What will be the consequences of this Hotexchange of talks the world is better known about. As said 

by Kenneth Waltz in his theory of international politics how states behave in international arena. In his book 

Theory of international politics (1979) Waltz propounded State of anarchy Whereby all the states cannot think 

of one another motive and there is no other thing above that. It seeks to explain how states, in particular the most 

powerful ones, behave, and how they interact with each other on the international arena.  Here the small states 

cannot avoid the game they try to avoid, but they had to play around them and cannot avoid them. They had to 

be a part of game though they don't want. In kashmiri language there is a famous proverb, "Srandan hinz ladie 

te zrandan hinz shahmath" It means that during a bull fight small shrubs became a victim of there game.  

In the same way in an international scenario small state actors became the victim of big giants Tussle. 

They being part of game now are trying to secure there independence but cannot. They fell a victim of week 

economic conditions, poverty, Illiteracy and underdevelopment. Everywhere There is state of anarchy, The 

absence of governance. We as the perpetrators of international peace had to draw the attention of international 

organisations towards there role for the maintaining of International peace and security. Let's Try to save the 

futuristic generation from the scourge of one more world war. 
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